We invite you to our Global Basic Income Dialogue with experts on the UBI

Zoom-meeting / June 3rd, 2022
6 p.m. CEST / 9 a.m. PDT / 5 p.m. GMT / 9:30 p.m. IST
18:00-18:45  Dr. Gisele Huff from San Francisco is founder and president of the *Gerald Huff Fund for Humanity* promoting Universal Basic Income. [https://fundforhumanity.org/](https://fundforhumanity.org/)


In an interview with Enno Schmidt from FRIBIS, she will talk about her motives for supporting activities related to UBI as a benefactor.
Followed by 15 minutes of questions from students and conversation among themselves.

18:45-19:30  Dr. Otto Lehto, [https://gwp.uni-freiburg.de/en/team/otto-lehto/](https://gwp.uni-freiburg.de/en/team/otto-lehto/) philosopher and political economist, postdoctoral research fellow at the New York University's School of Law in NYC, is a profound connoisseur of UBI, classical liberalism [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WaUa3xO2if8](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WaUa3xO2if8), and evolutionary political economy.

In conversation with Sarath Davala, chair of BIEN, Otto Lehto will talk about UBI in relation to social freedom, evolution, and creativity.

Followed by 15 minutes of questions from students and conversation among themselves.